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4.2.9 Proposals area 11 | Playground 3
Playground 3

Design proposals

The proposals for this area are:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. New planting to create a garden character with sensory planting. 
4. Create a play structure for older children within a garden setting

The design of this playground contrasts playground 2: While playground 
2 is urban and hard, playground 3 is immersed in nature.

4a. A new tree is planted at the centre of the original circular Janet Jack 
sandpit. Together with a loose playbark surface and sensory planting it 
sets the atmosphere for this playground.

4b. The main play feature is a large climbing structure, which integrates 
a slide, swing seats, platforms, bridges, ropes, nets and climbing walls.
Two large low level lounging nets, suspended above sensory planting 
beds, invite the children to rest and chat. The smell of the planting 
below creates an atmosphere of being in nature. 

4c. The existing planters around the perimeter will be rejuvenated with 
new planting to support the natural feel.

4d. The main frames of the play structure will be made from painted 
tubular steel - in reference to the main material Janet Jack used for 
climbing structures. Its geometry will be derived from simple forms 
(rectangles and triangles) - much like Janet Jack’s original designs. 

We propose however to bend and interweave the frames to increase 
their complexity and interest. Each frame houses a different activity: 
Sliding, swinging, rope climbing and net climbing. 

Dark timber - inspired by the existing - form climbing walls, ladders 
and platforms. These are overlaid onto the structure to add additional 
challenge and spaces for inhabitation. 

The structure is tall and challenging. The self-seeded trees in the 
northern planting beds are removed, which makes the structure visible 
from Langtry Walk: The playrooms are no longer hidden. Children are 

visually enticed to populate and use the playrooms.

Target age group

Playground 3 is targeted towards 5-13 year olds.

Key activities
The playground provides movement play as well as social play and 
prospect and lookout.

Reference images for play and materiality Climbing, outlook with 
incorporated small scale social spaces

Proposed axonometric 

2
4a

4b

4c
4d

1

3

References image of tubular steel structure (though of simpler geometry) with nets, ropes and 
swinging seats, timber climbing and bouldering walls, nets are overlaid on main metal structures
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4.2.9 Proposals area 11 | Playground 3

New tree gives character to play area high point orientated 
towards Playground 2, conversing with Playground 2 high point

Painted steel frames are overlaid with and inhabited by timber features, nets and ropes Lounging nets above sensory planting bed group at base of tree

Play structure signifies use and invites users from afar
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4.2.10 Proposals area 12 | Playground 4
Playground 4

Janet Jack’s original design for Playground 4
The original provision consisted of several simple climbing structures 
in painted steel and one rubber tyre structure in the NW corner. The 
structures were placed in areas of sand. Furthermore the playground 
accommodated two double swings (painted metal frame, tyre seats) on 
a rubber safety surface and a stepped zig-zagging blockwork feature, 
which provided a seating and low key movement area whilst serving as 
boundary for the sand pit.

Current provision
All equipment - apart from the swings have been removed from 
playground 4. The surface is a mix of tired back rubber safety surfacing 
and concrete pavers. The perimeter seating is still inexistence but in 
need of repair. We suggest retaining the seating.

Original Janet Jack layouts for playgrounds 4 (bottom) and 5 (top), play equipment 
unfortunately missing on archive drawings
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4.2.10 Proposals area 12 | Playground 4
Playground 4

Design
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area in some 
locations	reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	
fragrant species with a management regime that can create a diversity 
of habitats. 
4. Create a swing park.

4a. The swings are embedded into a landscape of mounds Swings 
between mounds allow for communal and accessible swinging (basket 
swing), parallel swinging and swinging towards each other, jumping off 
into a landscape of mounds. 

4b. The topographical landscape invites running games.

The swings are set out, so that the swinging motion takes up the 
directions, which were prevalent in Janet Jack’s original design. The 
shape of the grassed area emphasises the geometry of the space.
The swings have painted steel frames and single swings referencing 
Janet Jack’s original material including rubber tyres, but also adding 
additional play value to the swing seats.  

4c. The bottom gate on the ramp will be removed (retaining the one 
at the top), so that the ramp can become part of the playground 
(particularly smaller children love running up and down ramps), rather 
than being a mere passageway trapped between two gates.

Target age group
Playground 4 is suitable for all ages and abilities (basket swing can be 
used by babies as well as older children, adults and less bodily abled).

Key activities
The playground provides movement play, prospect and lookout as well 
as social play.

Proposed axonometric 

Playground 4 takes inspiration from Brooklyn Bridge Park, Swing Valley: Swings embedded between mounds, which increases 
play value through interesting landscape for running games 

Topography of grassy mounds between swings, 
height allows views out

Green grass matting as safety surfacing where 
necessary
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Swings take up directions, which were prevalent in original layout of playground 4

Reference images of swing play 

Grassed area emphasises shape of original play room

Swings are embedded in landscape of mounds which abuts to walls to allow children views out and mitigate deep 
dark NW corner.

4.2.10 Proposals area 12 | Playground 4
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4.2.11 Proposals area 13 | Playground 5
Design
Playground 4 is a swing park. The swings are embedded into a 
landscape of grassed mounds, reinforced with green rubber safety 
matting. 
Swings between mounds allow for communal and accessible swinging

Janet Jack’s original design for Playground 5
The original provision consisted of several simple climbing structures in 
painted steel. The structures were placed in a large area of sand, which 
also contained a stepped timber deck with slide. The border of the 
sandpit served as seating feature and wrapped around the tree, where 
it stepped to form a low key amphitheatre type seating and low key 
movement area.

Blockwork play niches abutted another sand pit along the northern 
boundary of the room.

A circular paved stepping mound greeted the visitor entering from 
West.
Furthermore the playground accommodated a treble swing (painted 
metal frame, tyre seats) on a rubber safety surface, enclosed by a 
timber post boundary. 

At its northern edge the playground was (and still is) enclosed by a tall 
fence in dark stained wood, seating and planting beds run along the 
boundary.

Current provision
Only the swing frame remains from the original equipment. All sand pits 
and seating (apart from the boundary seating) have been removed. The 
surfacing is largely concrete pavers, wetpour and some tarmac.

Catalogue equipment, a climbing frame and a few other small pieces of 
equipment such as swingers, were added during the last ten years. The 
equipment is very clearly not in keeping with the design intent of the 
park.
One bench and a seat bench combinations were also later additions.

The central plane tree has grown into a mature tree, which gives the 
play area character, provides shade and creates a focal point.
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4.2.11 Proposals area 13 | Playground 5
Design

Proposals for this area are:
1. Repair and restore timber seating backs and precast concrete seat 
walls.
2. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences/ balustrades to 
match the original design.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails and fences.
4. Review planting to improve views in and out of the area and in some 
locations	reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	
fragrant species with a management regime that can create a diversity 
of habitats.
5. Create a play area for younger children.

Playground 5 provides a range of different play experiences for smaller 
children.	Several	original	Janet	Jack	designs	influence	the	current	
proposals. 5a. The amphitheatre is re-introduced in a larger format to 
suit the now grown tree. It provides social seating, performing and a 
low key movement area. 

5b. The feature extends to form a slide mound with scrambling ramp 
for the children of all abilities. The slide mound is reminiscent of Janet 
Jack’s original playground 1. The mound is made from dark stained 
timber sleepers, which extend as a boundary of posts along the swing, 
in reference to the original designs. The height of the mound allows 
views out of the playground across the walls.

5c. The original blockwork play niches are the inspiration for the play 
village and the climbing frame. The original shape re-appears stacked 
and fragmented, the complexity is wildly increased. Unusual and 
strange interstitial spaces invite exploration. These structures formulate 
the play village for accessible social play as well as the taller climbing 
village. Their materiality is dark timber as well as blockwork to create a 
richer sensory experience. Between the climbing towers, wobbly rubber 
and net bridges are complemented by timber balancing beams. The 
play village as well as the climbing structures spill out to incorporate 
the seating and planting beds at the perimeter of play area 5, adding 
topographical interest and challenge, but also a sensory experience: 
Children are invited to play in and walk through sensory and meadow 
planting. Towards the western entrance Janet Jack’s stepping stones 
are re-introduced - again playing and mingling with the boundary 
seating to add interest and create a different access point to the 
sensory planting.
Musical instruments are interspersed between the play houses.

Target age group
Playground 5 is suitable for 0-5 year olds of all abilities.

Key activities
The playground provides movement play, prospect and lookout as well 
as social and sensory play.

The playground offers facilities for lesser able children: The slide will 
be wide enough for a child and carer. The scrambling ramp provides a 
challenge for lesser able children as well as very young children. Parts 
of the play village are accessible.

 

The slide mound takes inspiration 
from Janet Jack’s playground 1

Inspiration image social seatingReference images of wide slide and scrambling ramp for children of all abilities
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4.2.11 Proposals area 13 | Playground 5
Concept model

Concept model images play village (left) and climbing structure (below): 
Using Janet Jack’s original ‘niche’ structure as traces for play houses as 
well as the climbing structure: Deconstructed stacked cubes (derived 
from Janet Jack’s original play niches) create strange interstitial spaces 
to climb up in, look through, squeeze by, slide down, crawl across. 
Sensory features are located between.
Both, play village and climbing village mingle with the perimeter of the 
site to add interest through the existing topography and new planting, 
allowing the children to ‘play in nature’.

Balancing elements (original and proposed)
 

Re-introduction of amphitheatre type seating wraps around tree. Its height provides lookout 
across the wall. The seatings build up to a mound with slide and scrambling ramp
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4.2.12 Proposals area 14 | Meadow
Design proposals 

The proposals for this area are to:

1. Improve to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	fragrant	
species with a management regime that can create a diversity of 
habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
5. Remove the recent temporary play tree/ play structure.
6. Repair and restore seating.
7. Create new level paved connection with the Woodland Walk.
8. New successional tree planting.
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4.2.12 Proposals area 14 | Meadow

Proposed axonometric 

Reference images of meadow and long grass
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Proposed axonometric 

4.2.13 Proposals area 15 | Mound
Design

The proposals for this area are:

1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2.	Reintroducing	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	and	fragrant	
species with a management regime that can create a diversity of 
habitats especially at ground level.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4. Repair seating.
5. Manage dog fouling to enable greater use of the lawn.
6. Create informal lay routes through shrubberies.
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4.2.12 Proposals area 14 | Meadow

Existing seating in the Meadow

Proposed visual of restored seating and longer grasses in the Meadow

Steps at the end of the Woodland Walk

Proposed visual of new connection to the Meadow and restored steps
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4.2.14 Proposals area 16 | banks near Tenants Hall
Design

The proposals for this area are:

1. Improvements to the paving to make the path safe and accessible.
2. Reinstate longer views across the park through the management of 
ivy.
3. Repair edges and timber post and rails.
4.	Reintroduce	varied	planting	types	especially	flowering	species	with	
management regime that can create a diversity of habitats.
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4.2.15 Proposals | park HQ fit out

The	proposed	Park	HQ	is	an	existing	office	space	at	109	Rowley	Way,		
that is used by the Park Management Group for meetings. The space 
has	basic	welfare	facilities	and	the	fit	out	costs	will	allow	the	space	to	
be brought up to a standard that will allow greater use by volunteers.

The	proposals	for	the	Park	HQ	fit	out	are:

1. IT installation.
2. Decorations.
3. Shelving
4. Filing cabinets and storage.
5. Kitchen equipment.
6. Projector and screen.
7. Tools and equipment.
8. Painting of external shutters.
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